
  Z4 Pressing System

Ceramic pressing in its finest details with :

Z4 universal investment

Can I press ceramic with Z4 investment is an irrelevant question.

The question is what kind of restorations can I press with Z4 investment ?

The answer is simple : everything you can imagine !

Most Z4 users are reluctant to still call Z4 an investment but prefer to call it their reliable 
assistant!

Z4  is extremely nice to use.
Z4  flows thin like milk for perfect control.
Z4  has a more then long enough working time.
Z4  can be cast to everybody’s likings : now or later, fast or slow!
Z4  is not hard but strong so no detail gets lost.
 

When you press ceramics with Z4 it comes shiny and with a simple stroke of polisher  
it becomes brilliant.

Z4 your partner for every technique!



  Z4 Precision Casting

Imagine an investment that allows you to cast the
finest implant structures  in what ever metal required !

Z4 investment is your only choice ::

- extremely fine flowing.
- extra long working time so no hectic.
- very smooth and strong in the smallest detail.
- Totally adaptable in your working scheme.
This technique allows for optimal patient comfort.

CAD designed structures can be manufactured ( cast ) in a, for the patient, completely  
allergy free alloy.

Z4 investment : the one and only Universal investment :

- All designing techniques

- All metals or ceramics

- Normal preheating or Fast preheating, cast now, tomorrow or next week.

Z4 your partner for every technique!



Computer Aided Design optimized with Z4 casting technique!

when a design made to perfection can be manufactured  
in any metal :  we call it !
 

  Z4 CAD/CAST System

Your gateway  to total control over  every specific case for every individual patient !

Z4 CAD/CAST stands for :

- the most modern technology for every patiënt.
- precision to perfection.
- No worries about patiënt allergy.
- no waste of metal.
- very cost effective.

Z4 your partner for every technique!
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